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One of my favorite columnists, Eugene Robinson, wrote a piece for
today’s edition of The Washington Post about Republican candidate for
the U.S. Senate, Sue Lowden of Nevada (Courtesy Of Sue Lowden: A
Chicken In Every Doctor’s Pot). In his column, Robinson describes
Lowden’s highly publicized idea that the Obama administration’s health
care protection legislation is flawed to the point where physicians and their
patients would be better off using a barter system. Over the course of
nearly a month, Lowden publicly defended her stand of returning to a
simpler health care payment system in which patients provide livestock or
services in a barter system to receive care from doctors. She has finally
relented and admitted to having her ideas taken out of context. This is a

shame, because she’s been leading incumbent Democrat Harry Reid by double digits for some
time. Reid is a polarizing figure and the face of much of the rancor many Americans feel toward
passage of health care reform. At this point Lowden could claim that prostitution in return for
medical services would be a nice idea and she’d still do great polling numbers.

At this point it would be a cinch, an easy touchdown, for me to go ahead and make fun of Lowden’s
chickens for care idea.  Sue Lowden is no idiot, though. She’s had a long career in journalism, the
gaming industry and public office. This is an example of an educated individual who got a reaction
from a left field statement made at a Republican candidate’s forum and ran with it until the statement
was too stupid to continue supporting. Welcome to the new public life. It takes a lot of stupidity to be
run off the campaign trail. Fathering children out-of-wedlock while you’re cancer stricken wife is at
home is something that might end a campaign, but Chickens For Care? Not so much. Say what you
want and keep running. You’ll make the morning roundtable shows and your name will enter the
national grist mill.

Having said all that, bartering for health care in the modern world is just a stupid, asinine idea (and
Lowden is some kind of genius for sticking to it for a month). Doctor’s can’t keep their practices
going now (mine charges me for every time I drive down the road where his office is and $25 for
every time the thought enters my mind that I should look up another general practitioner in the phone
book). Can you imagine what it would be like if you took a child to the pediatrician and had to move
bushels of vegetables to get through the waiting room? Patients need quality affordable care,
physicians need to be able to practice without squeezing every dime they can instead of working. In
fairness to Lowden, she’s not crazy, despite the arcane nature of her statements. If we could pay
cash for services that would be wonderful. The reality is that most people can’t. That’s why health
care reform was enacted in the first place. I do suppose the poultry industry would get a boost from
Lowden’s ideas, though. Onward and Upward.
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